
THE FULL EXPLANATION OF THE MEANING OF THE HEBREW   ALEF – BEIT 

 

a ALEF ...The PLAN: the determined purpose: Instigator...The ONE, silently 

expressing itself through every other letter housed in "BEIT". First person setting the 
agenda, establishing the plumb line as "I AM" , "I WILL"...picture an ox plowing a line 
until it reaches the end of its course which is marked by "X" (TAV / TAW) . 
Like a bowling ball proceeding down the alley toward the pins...think of the “other side” 
of existence ...before time and space: Theme - Strategy - Concept - Idea - the 
Immaterial Thought. Calculated - Evaluated - Chosen amidst careful deliberation to be 
the...?...of What, Why, How, When, Where, Who...!! See a funnel, a vortex whirlpool 
spout, like a black hole in outer space, taking everything in ( considering all the 
possibilities...) and reducing it down ( choosing ) to one fixed intention decided to be 
"it" . 

b BET...BE IT. Made to exist. "Caused" to have material substance. "Cosmos" ... It is 

ALEF given form and place...Manifest...A "picture" is a representation of an idea in such 
an image - painted, vivid, graphic, so as to give a mental state of the thing described... 
Shaped like an embryo - sprout - tadpole...Picture: House - Into - Embody - In a Body - 
Abode - A Vehicle for use and function...Something to Enter...or not. A Container- a 
Place to put something - the Object of attention, Binary, two ... Not just one alone, but 
different, potentially adversarial: at odds with or together with: in agreement, accord. 
Requires definition in relationship to ALEF. The position of #2 sets up the demand to 
identify it's disposition- to identify its own self-ness in reference to another, the #1. 
BEIT is not autonomous. With- In - On - Among - Through - As - Against...Built- by the 
Author, Artist, Autocrat ALEF. The very notion of conceptualizing "ALEFness" as 
something in particular able to be considered is to put the true ALEF into a BEIT Aspect 
in order to behold it... Even the word "I" means " not you” , so is a BEIT concept. 

g GIMMEL...Camel. Boomerang - Mobility - " with a foot " - Traversing - Back and 

Forth - Sent One - Emissary - Ambassador - Messenger - Liaison - Conduit - Pipeline – 
Ladder the Path of Relationship between ALEF and BEIT. The Desire to relate. 
Emotion, unstable, not static, flexible, turnable, nexus, neck, differential, umbilical, 
attachment. The one giving to another... Via the GIMMEL...needs a via-duct to port at: 
mandates a concept of "at each end " ..."thus..." or "like..." as in " A versus B " Contact / 
Contrary, GIMMEL is Verb- Action inferring Intention which implies the dimension of 
Preference or Desire which is DALET, not just Being which is BEIT. On a Mission, and 
having something to Give - to Transmit, to Transfer.   ........ALEF, being separated from 
BEIT ...BEIT’s itself as GIMMEL ... GIMMEL's to 

d DALET ...as a DALET ...to give to DALET ...the thing GIMMELED ... Which is the 

DALET of BEIT ... That is, the formulation or solution to the predicament, of how BEIT 
becomes one with ALEF again...with its own self ALEF ... It's lost ALEF ... thus restoring 
the breech of alienation against ALEF ...which was the necessary risk and cost of 
having self-identity and liberty... free from being part of ALEF as was the case before 



the BEIT was first made to BE ....which was forsaken by BEIT for the sake of 
independence, birthing out of ALEF unity...... ... where it had been "ACxD" ( Echad ) 
(ONE - UNIFIED) ( As before becoming BEIT ) DALET...Door. Choose. 
Alternative...Hanging...a Suspended Thought...the ALEF Plan expressed as 
DALETness is Autonomous, Conscious Thinking. Freedom of Choice: ...Sentience... 
Self-will, Proactivity... Believe whatever you want to... ....Picture a Threshold - a 
Doorway - a Door- Transition - Transposition- the Place where you decide 
to stay or leave - in or out...are you For or Against : "us" or "them" : blending / breaking : 
EREV / BOQR...a Fork in the road, right or left...which side of the hourglass.....Consider 
how a set of forces might push or pull matter one way or another in regard of 
temperature variances and viscosity and weight and size...Balance - Physics : the 
distinction of Difference in Dynamic Engagement...But - on the Other Hand - Choice 
means a conscious Preference is involved. "Self" as proactive, given (GIMMELed) right 
and privilege to alter a destiny by Intentionally Changing Direction. Divert the channel 
of flow. Time and Place - Earth - ARETz - Terra...4 seasons, 4 winds of direction, a 
place for Logical Pondering : Navigation / Measurement / Geometry ( HEI - GIMMEL - 
HEI ) (HAGAH)....spherical interplay of line - circle - triangle - square...Delta : Change : 
Where the river meets the sea, and is Depleted of itself....DALET is that subject , central 
matter which is GIMMELed ( moving, never at a fixed location, like quantum mechanic 
theory ) and then pointed to by HEY, Notice...it then becomes Staticized, Decided upon, 
Determined to be. One way or the other is fixed as an idea, a choice. 

h HEI...HEY ! LOOK! WATCH OUT! OVER HERE! HURRY! YOW! 

Urgency - Identification - Indication... A Flashing Light grabs your attention - like arms 
raised and flailing about and yelling...Right Here. This One. This Way. The word "the". 
Specific. Isolation. In reference to a Particular compared to all other options one might 
have chosen from. A nagging Conscience - a still, small voice of suggestion. 
Advertisement - Enticement - Allure - Seduction - Coercion - Entrapment: Influencing a 
choice to be made by another individual at a DALET, in flux, flexible...("GIMMEL like 
This why don't you...") ...whisper...Like barometric pressure: unseen conditions causing 
"wind" by circumstance and opportunity to be rushed into by another. Open the 
window...Show me. Feminine. Persuasion, not compulsory...Appearance - Illumination- 
Communication - the exchange one to another...as a Breath... 

v UAW / VAV / WAW...take hold- tacky- sticky- stick it to the door with a tack- a Nail- a 

Hook- "Velcro"- an attachment device- a Hinge holding the door to the wall on one side, 
a lock set on the other side, a picture of EREV and BOQR ( evening and morning , a 
blending and a breaking apart : two means of bonding togetherness : finger-joint or 
butt-joint when building ). The Handle is the graspable part of a sword or a frying pan, 
the part designed and designated to hold onto without injury, to facilitate usefulness of 
an otherwise untouchable device. The useful object connecting one to another- a 
Bridge- "between"- BYN- Intermediary- Arbitrator, Interpreter, Counsellor, and 
Translator...a GIMMEL type- a morphing of form to accommodate contact like the 
handle formed out from the body of a pitcher for water, or the spout of a funnel: relative, 
one with another, as a DALET: the door mechanism allowing engagement- "dependent 
on"- hinged around- the Pin... The word "and". Supplemental- another different aspect 



of...appendage- extension- that which allows the separated to join together... Masculine 
mankind- humanity- imagery- picturing the unpictured- a message in form- cryptic 
structure- coded architecture. Intelligent Link- conceptual...this Paleo form looks like a 
train car coupling device ready to grab the other, very similar to the YOD form of a 
grasping hand. DALET-HEI-UAW: "Choose the suggested alternative and become 
Connected" 

z ZAYIN...package of Seven- a notion of infinite possibilities made Finite- randomness 

given definition- "Specificity"...limited- set- cut off- isolated- not general- not just 
"anything" , it is planned, by design, intentionally, by ALEF... The One of Seven: 
exact...Special...pinnacle of type- perfect- fullness- peak of phase ( but not TET and not 
TAV )... Shin-Beit-Ayin= Seven = " to swear an Oath " = under the burden of 
punishment if disavowed...Weapon- put to the weapon- injured- ripped apart plowshare- 
dig the earth- opening device- "can opener" - allows entrance into the 
enclosure- siege work- battering ram- conflict at the gate- opposition- denial 
aggressively- enforcement...Warning...Urgent...Critical...Extreme 
Consideration...Guarded entrance...inaccessible except by permission... 
"seven times"..."by Oath" / breaking the Oath = Treachery = the key to opening the 
proverbial "can of whoop ass"... Like when Balaam threatened his donkey... 
key = MEM-PEI-TAV-CxET = the personal object which causes the enclosed, that 
which is "off- limits", to open as a mouth which is the "map" or the indication that 
covenant exists alive and well, in active force, moving back and forth..."Indexing" the 
ALEF-BEIT to the Miskan is the Key to the BRYT. The seventh day SHABBAT is the 
Key, opening device, ZAYIN to the CxET , which is otherwise locked, everything in there 
is off limits....( MEM-PEY-TAV-HEI : the HEI is open to see, rather than CxET which is 
behind the fence: means " seduced, enticed " by the PEI-TAV, the "piece" of bread by 
which the simpleton, by folly is persuaded to act without consideration, deceived by the 
wide open spaciousness, blind to the expounded meaning of engraved words at the 
temptation of TORAH-lessness / Anomio, thus incurring damages of the drawn sword ). 

v UAW-ZAYIN-CxET pictures a Drawbridge-Moat-Castle. Perhaps a croc in the moat 

or a catapult to bash the wall is the ZAYIN, or the secret code to open the gate escaping 
the threat...( how many times did YHUH tell YSRAL that they must keep the 
SHABBAT ???) Matthew 7:21-23 ...lawless...iniquity....without regard for TORAH as 
instructed. SHOMAR...OSHAH...Matthew 13:47 ...19:17 ...23:34 ...23:39 ...28:20 
...SHEMA 

j CxET / CHET...fenced- sorted out- you need a ladder to get to it- inaccessible 

exclusive- "members only". (Written as "Cx" like the sound of a shovel being dragged 
across pavement). The grating, raspy, gravely sound, notably Hebrew...separate. A 
Tomb, a Sepulcher is a place to bury the dead, but also an unusually low grotesque 
voice. Living inside is to be dead to the world outside the CxET....and death is to those 
outside, as with Noah's Ark...Life to those within CxET is the death of Death for 
ever...the Separated...the place or ideology which separates...letter #8 references new 
beginning- eternity symbol- a whole other world than the zone left outside- such as 



immortality compared to being mortified...picture a playing field for some sport, this is 
the area where the game rules apply and points are scored in the context of 
engagement. The Betrothed. The pasture of the unified flock of YOD-HEI-UAWHEI... 
the One whose Name is stylized in color ( blue, purple, red, white linen, gold ) 
which is the embroidered gateway identifying this Kingdom, this Court, this 
Family...those enclosed by the "Big White Fence" of the MISHKAN: Fortress- 
Stronghold- Hightower- Prison...the captured ones...the watched over. Bastion of 
insurmountable height not accessed except by expressed permission. You've got to 
know the right person to get in, and be of this sort to do so : "Perfectly Undefiled". 
Light / Not Dark...choosing Life / not Death. CxET-TET = sin, guilt, or to find favor, 
being disinfected...CxET-TET-BEIT= He who gathered firewood on SHABBAT was 
erased, struck out, unable to enter the embroidered sanctuary of the wheat...to make 
"neutral" , words of ZAYIN, is CxET-YOD-DALET = hid, a riddle, shut, closed , life lost. 

f TET..."be sealed"...claimed- owned- authorized signatory of the Kingdom- the 

branding logo- insignia- the hallmark and condition of the fenced ones : "Pure. Truth. 
Kindness.  Zealous." Inside the CxET with no return to the outside...Circumcised unto 
the Covenant ( BRYT)...100%...360 degrees full circle...Totally...as appointed...picture a 
full basket of harvested fruit...the whole deal, ALEF through TAV, like bookends...that 
which surrounds, like a belt... Girded- Guarded- Coiling- "Pythonic"- around and around, 
spinning- a potter's wheel upon which a lump of clay is placed to be conformed to the 
image of the Potter's preference. Round as a wheel, those being formed week by week, 
year by year, steadfastly enduring, walking out the MOEDIM of the Kingdom : the 
appointed times to gather together : the True Belt of Truth, VAYQRA chapter 23 
( Leviticus ) ...CxET-GIMMEL-RESH : CxAGR = to gird on armor, appointed, restrain, to 
take refuge in the cleft of the rock- to observe and celebrate the festivals of the exalted 
MASHIACx ( the RESH man ) marching in a sacred procession- the utility belt of tools 
worn by an Officer...The image of a snail (modern form of the orthography) with pointy 
eyes and a coiled shell...a snake coils in defense and strikes with pointed fangs in 
offense...Shield and Sword...the Guardian within the gates will dispense with those 
entering CxET inappropriately: those who chose to enter, yet are rebellious: unwilling to 
bear the mark, unyielding to the Potter's conform, are Bound, tossed back out to their 
darkness...TET: a revolving door...no further progress on this field. Containing only the 
sound fruit of choice, those who choose not the sound of grumbling about it. Spun 
together, transliterated, graphically is letters AYIN plus TAV ( going astray, wandering 
misdirected, concerning the appointed times...now is the time to see the sign of the 
Covenant, the mark of a man who is of the BRYT...BRYT-AISH ). Identity. PESACx. 
Better get ready, sinner...Let there be light...Day ONE...YHY AUR...Choose this LIFE 

y YOD / YUD...Hand- Handle of a tool- a Lever ( similar to UAW) in modern form, 

drawn as the head of the UAW like the top one tenth of it, like a foreskin to be tithed as 
a sign of the BRYT to partake of PESACx...number ten, MINYAN ( group of ten as in 
the letters ALEF through YOD meaning "I will do all this of myself " (but hard to believe 
it , like an island, where? "as if ..." , "not",... "yeah right...") )the word for ten is AYIN-
SHIN-RESH meaning wealth or to be made enriched as in the " Ten Debarim" given to 
us as a tool for Leverage...Grab a tool, get to work..."of my own hand" ...Artist- Builder- 



Author- Construction- Demolition- Causal Agent- Owner- Possession- those who are 
possessed by the Potter whose hand works the TET whose handiwork they are : they of 
the CxET. Designer- the one in command- who takes responsibility for- "He Will..." 
cause to exist or not to exist- the Sustainer- the one whose intentions and purpose are 
what everything within his Kingdom is all about. The Hand which provides and which 
determines "enough"...the Fist... The one whose kingdom this is, one who does what 
this kingdom is about...Engaged- Doing- Active- Vitality...YOD as a suffix might refer to 
the word itself, or the one the word is about, or the word as a work, a function with 
enthusiasm...TET-YOD-LAMED = one who walks for pleasure, a missile , a projectile, 
my project I dreamed up to do...who wants to go for a stroll navigating through the 
ALEF-BEIT? It will take all your effort...contesting hotly...TET-CxET-RESH-NOON... 

k KAF...open hand- palm and fingers- lines- rows- columns- pillars- furrows- striated- 

line by line- variegated- radiating- rays beaming- an array- on display- splayed- spread 
out...picture the clenched fist of YOD as a Pestal, the cupped hand of KAF is the Mortar, 
receiver, covering cap shape, domed, form fit to use, opened up, allowed...the closed, 
unperceptible is revealed, laid out, "...show me your glory..." TORAH TORAH TORAH . 
"your" , "as" , a likeness, "You" in conformity to these lines of instruction is the 
revelation of His Glory (allows the ability to see it)...protocols of the Kingdom- the 
Constitution of YSRAL- prenuptial agreement with YHUH : KETUBAH- 
unequivocablecarved in stone by the finger, the "colors" of YHUH : His own self 
portrayed. The Infinite Without Limit is Delineated, as lines of text, with texture, 
contextural, warp and weave. A spectualized into comprehensible format fit to the 
prepared- suited to the one who YODs (a YODer) engaging the task at hand. Do This. 
Do Not Do That. Your gift of enlightenment..."this is how it works..."- the owner's 
manual- diagram of what parts go where- what parts don’t even belong in here- what 
gets thrown out when you come in side- This is the Bronze Altar just within the 
Embroidered Gate of the Mishkan: a ready Bar_B_Q grill for the living sacrifice to filter 
itself on. K like Kidney filters the inner mind of reasoning and evaluation- discrimination- 
discernment- in order to receive maximum benefit of the potential...YOD-KAF-LAMED = 
Ability, Capability, Capacity to Prevail, to have the power to... To be deputized, make 
possible...one who can be trusted...Day TWO, separate water from water, Festival Two, 
separate leavened from unleavened.  Welcome to the Family...this is what we do 
here...this is ABBA's way, His Desire, His big idea, and if we don't cooperate, we can't 
proceed. It's all about this right here. This is the instructions of how it all works. This is 
the Life that's in His Blood. These words. Learn them. Know them. Be them. These 
words are Him. Are MaShYaCx in us. His gift to all who choose to enter. Be obsessed- 
Fanatical- Zealous. Here's the "bull's eye" 

l LAMED...systematic mechanics- push / pull - stimulus / response Operational 

dynamics in practice- Teach / Learn : rudder- steering- tongue- phonetics meditations- 
Pondering- Guidance- Direction- Pulley and Rope- the object of a shepherd's staff- the 
authority of the Great Shepherd, His Government...Friction: resistance or yield to that 
authority...reflect, stop and look at what was just expressed, debriefing after a 
mission...ebb and flow, similarities to letter PEI. Application of KAF. "Thy kingdom 



manifest as Thy preference is observed and obeyed...on ARETz as it is in ha 
SHAMAYM". The right interpretation of KAF in action, real life situations. Authority 
acknowledged yields Authority of use <[ to the TETed YODer who LAMEDs the KAF of 
CxET, will MEM the NOON for SAMECxing which will yield good AYIN while engaged in 
PEI together which functions as the generator for TzADI to become. The Supreme 
Court of the "Heavens" - legal contract according to the word. Who wants to know what 
this means? " unto...", "in reference to them who..." , "by, for, regarding..." 
YOD-KAF-LAMED-MEM = he who does all of them has power, capacity, ability... 
KAF-LAMED-MEM = no YOD or not doing, = shame, reproach, humiliation, calamity... 
On the Menorah, 7 branches having 22 bowls for oil looks like perhaps it had 22 flames 
divided into 7 lamps with multiple wicks, the center having 4, whilst each of the six 
branches have 3. Placing the 22 ALEF-BEIT letters across the tops puts YOD-
KAFLAMED- 

m MEM as the four in the center Shamesh lamp... MEM...mam, mom, emma, 

motherly, womb, pregnancy, incubation, egg, ovu, environment, water, under current, 
hidden, becoming, growing, developing, "from- of away from- different than- the place 
where.....the one who is of this place ". 49 days of counting seven sevens at 
Shavuot...49 years of Yovel...where seed is planted, soil of earth, inner being - "heart" 
of man...........Turbulence- Chaos- Wave Action- Rhythmic Cycles- bouncing, emotional, 
changing, reflecting, responding, subject to other dynamic forces affecting- .....NOON is 
brought forth to expression on account of other factors churning together MEMing and is 
the product carried through and developed in the MEM place while becoming its own life 
force. Brought to the edge of Birth- the shore line...MEM is where something that has 
been entrusted to another for care is nurtured and then delivered, GIMMEL-like, 
exploding into manifest being as NOON ...the picture of a fish jumping out of a pond, or 
a chick from an egg shell, or an outburst of emotion from a person in a situation, an 
attitude exhibited after watching a show or listening for entertainment...garbage in / 
garbage out...beauty in / beauty out...Day THREE... TORAH is the KAF, the gift offered 
which is to be the covering. When YODing (doing) LAMED of KAF, it is a covenanted 
maxim of law that the promise of a very particular blessing will sprout to life, ( NOON ) 
taking on a velocity of its own, having been brought into being by the efforts of MEMing 
the LAMED of the KAF of the YODs CxET...That which is then NOONed is the fuel or 
feed providing provision for doing the job of SAMECx....in other words: KAFing which is 
Receiving TORAH ( SHEMA YSRAL ) to listen, hear, do, love, ponder, discuss, 
meditate on with warm affection ( RACxEM ) and to reflect on one's self in the viewing 
of it , is a picture of the bronze Laver made of the women's mirrors, a picture of 
MIDRASH study of TO AH. You’re doing this is a picture of a daughter; virtuous, chaste, 
pure, honoring and honorable...a delightful blessing to her father's heart...as is one who 
so regards the TORAH is to ABBA YHUH...the "apple of His eye"...it's the picture of 
YHUH's wife pregnant with His seed which is His Word. 

n NOON...POW! BAM! ZIP! SPARK to LIFE! Activity- Jump out of the water "YIKES 

that's cold!" Spanky-Birthday ! STING! Excitement- Lightning Bolt- a Darting Fish 
induced to move suddenly startled- finally, climactically, day 50 : JUBILEE : 50 years : 
Emancipated : a new action, impartation, injection, equipping, restart, like throwing an 



electric switch, with GUSTO! Engaged, lit up, DOING IT, reaching beyond the previous 
limits into otherness, "outside the box", sprouting as anticipated, the awaited event 
arrived as yearned for ( or dreaded ) . Very similar to TzADI , and a picture of the 
precursor to the TzADI as the ELIYAHU of YAHUSHA, the sprout preparing the way for 
the Branch. NOON is manifestation of the latently MEMed for the required gestation 
period- release from jail- restored to health- passed the exam- declared clean.....On the 
playing field, geared up, ready to go...Lights, Camera...ACTION ! CxUAH !!! 
SAMECx...Sail on, Sailor...Stand and Deliver...Grow where you're planted...Reach For 
The Sky!...Spread your Wings...endure, persist, remain...Integrity- Virtue- Strength- 
Character- Structure and Support- Tested- Designed as an engineered mechanism 
calibrated for specific tolerance...picture the Mast of a ship with rigging and sails, 
ploughing the waters...or see the Lighthouse standing firm amidst raging waters...a 
Trellis holding up branches of a vine...a Stocks holding up the arms of one 
tortured...one who is placed: Established in Position, then prevailed upon by pressures, 
yet expected to perform the task encumbered to it. Principality. Jurisdiction. Day 
Four...the Sun Moon and Stars placed to Rule their Houses. Responsibility. Job 
Description: the place to apply one's preparation, skill, expertise... A being given the 
occasion to express it's pent up ideology in evidence- as a propeller cuts through stress: 
water or air resistance yields propulsion. Determination. Decision. MISHPHAT. Stalwart. 
YOM TARUAH. "BE THE MENORAH" Shine! Or...be "Wicked"...a twisted wick...dark 
light 

i AYIN / GHAYN...See?...Question- Wonder- Beyond the surface: deeper, higher, 

behind the scenes, clockworks, springs and forces not ocular...you just know 
it...occultly. Layers- Leveling- Weights- Measures- evaluation, estimate, determine, 
decide...consider and judge- draw the line- "Umpire...what's the call?". On what basis? 
To what end? Comparison...Fruitfulness expressed to the other, with it's seed within 
itself for yielding the next generation. Careful...as one's finger approaches the mirror, 
one's own self is met by the touch of that other! By the measure you have used it will 
be measured to you. SAMECx reciprocated. On the Teeter / Totter. Ride the See/ Saw 
oh " cosmic cowboy" ...what's on your plate when the tables turn? ...Exactly......more to 
the point- on what Fulcrum balances the beam of repercussion? Until what time the 
transfer of the yoke from oppression to luxury and vise / versa ? From obscurity, 
darkness to understanding, clarity... From distortion, restriction to reparation, 
ornamentation...ruin to refuge...sarcastic confusion to profound thinking?...wheel within 
a wheel: gyroscope: black holes: cornucopia: golden mean spiral: intelligently designed 
apparat of cause and effect regulations...what force tips the scale?...erupts the geyser? 
Astro Physics...what a concept...how does this thing work ...is there a steering wheel? 
YOM KIPPUR: last chance for atonement, covering: Judgment day: HEAVEN or HELL 
Mercy dispensed as you have been merciful, it's all on record, and your choice has 
been made by your actions to each other, no plea bargaining: Faces revealed: PANIM 
Birds above / Fish below...Day FIVE...sowing and reaping...goes around, comes around 

p PEI / FEY / PHEI ...Communication, explanation, the mind of Messiah, SUKKOT, 

temporary dwellings together, the Altar of Incense, Day 6 , "...walk humbly with your 
Elohim", "blessed are the pure in heart, for they shall see Elohim...” let us not entice 



one another with allurements which would stumble or corrupt either one of us, but 
facilitate deliverance to your neighbor when you perceive him about to be snared by 
some device of evil entrapment to which he may succumb...watch out for each other. 
PEY- Mouth- opens and closes, like serendipitous circumstances, Divine Encounters: 
coincidence? Can you see the AYIN opportunities? Timing...why did that just 
happen?...right then...Think for a moment, let's share a glass and talk about it together... 
"it's lovely to see you again my friend, walk a while with me to the next 
bend"...inhale...exhale...as you live and breathe...where did this come from?...what's the 
cause?...what's the effect?...what's going on here?...how does this thing work?...what 
did you say?...did your word just initiate a force into existence?...can it cause 
trauma?...can it heal a wound?...what's a word got to do with anything?...can a word 
expressed make some event happen which otherwise would not have happened?...is it 
possible for a word spoken from a source in a foreign dimension to manifest in this 
familiar dimension?...that is, as physical form or matter or a being like as we appear, 
coming into existence bounded by the limits of time and space yet having been sourced 
from a realm unencumbered by those limits and thus not so limited at the root of it's own 
intrinsic reality?...does human consciousness subsist in the dimensions of time and 
space?...does consciousness maneuver itself from another realm of undefinable 
dimension and just use a corporeal body to administer its intentions in the time and 
space constraint?...are we just provided this occasion, set here, to take advantage of 
the chronological nature of staged events sequenced into steps in order to devise 
strategy and invent tactics with skilled reason while yet hampered by ignorance and the 
frailty of various vulnerabilities like on a checker board game?...just to see what we'll 
make of it?...where do the limits of possibility lie?...are you sure?...whose voice are you 
listening to?...how do you know that voice is trustworthy?...is what you believe actually 
the Truth?...how do you know?...how can you tell?...can you believe your eyes?...is it 
whimsically and subjectively your choice to believe it or is there actually a "real" way to 
determine Objective Truth?...can a word become flesh?...and what would that word 
be?...is it remotely possible for a word spoken, generated in a supernal dimension, to 
manifest in this dimension with the substance of its enshroudment being the dusty 
cosmology of matter while yet it maintains the essence of the extradimensional 
unmaterialized expression of the word at its core of being and identity and 
autosumation?...if we are all in this together, can we each affect the other's 
circumstances?...does what I think matter?...are you even listening to me?...so here's 
the big question: how many of who, has to do what, with what heart, for how long, when, 
before YHUH lights up His QADOSH ALEF-TAV SHEM HaGADOL which we His 
people have made CxALAL in the eyes of the goyim amongst whom we've been 
scattered since 721 BCE according to YCxZQAL 36:23 ?...verse 27: 
Securing ALEF-TAV my RUACx ; to gain strength as a tonic; within you ; and I will make 
; ALEF-TAV ; who walks straightly confirming ; in the condition of my Prescribed 
Enactments; to him, he will go; according to my cause, in the place of my privilege, my 
decision, my vindication; he will watch carefully, guarding, preserving, observing and 
celebrating, filtering the dregs, attending to purity; and solidly, they will be stable, they 
will be performed, accomplished, brought about as appointed, producing the intended 
effect, used as a forging tool to place the foundation upon which the kingdom is 
established, is become. 



x TzADI...Quintessential reality of CxET: the promised reign- spoken into being- the 

result of PEY- Sprout / Branch- a picture of Aaron's rod that budded with blossom and 
almonds ripened overnight sprouted from a dead stick and placed in the Ark of the 
Testimony- the picture of resurrection- the symbol of the power of words written on the 
tablets in the Ark- TzADI means Righteous- the letter itself means command, order, 
precept. The Scepter of the Ruler whose words cause Life is Righteousness: behavior 
doing as the Instructions of the Covenant express. To be in league with the Scepter is 
being conformed to the Image of the Archtype of human potential transformed by doing 
Righteousness which is defined as keeping the Instructions of the TORAH specifically. 
MISHPHAT and CxESED. The elusive treasure, secret key hunted for by wise men of 
all ages: the door to Eternal Life, Fountain of Youth, City of Gold, the Ultimate Relic: the 
Desired. What you're hooked on. It's not an object; just start doing as He said to hear 
and do: SHEMA / SHOMER / OSHAH : Become what you are looking for : it's the words 
of blessing and advice YITzCxAQ gave to ESAU. The Existential Blossoming of all that 
has been in taken and sustained of the yearned for, the feared of, the inner made outer, 
no longer masked, what the self has become is evident on display for evermore. 
TzADI pictures a fish hook- a hunter- a brandished wing- fluttering flag- enflamed 
logbutterfly emerged from the chrysalis. The Festival of SHEMINI ATZERET...the day 
after the seven days of SUKKOT...modeled in creation week by the seventh day, 
SHABBAT... Pictured in the MISHKAN as the QADOSH QADOSHIM... also known as 
"Ha DABIR". 

q QOOF / QOF ...So then...After that...Subsequently...ALEF-MEM...KAF-YOD...If, on 

condition of, thus, therefore, on account of, because...Following will be...Back of the 
head, foot prints in the sand, a heel, that which is evidenced when someone has 
passed...the KAVOD that MOSHE asked to see of YHUH which was shown him after 
being placed in the cleft of the rock and covered with the KAF of YHUH as He passed 
by...that which is in the distance, later...payday, the day that rewards and wages are 
handed out as deserved and promised...sun on the horizon, the promised restoration of 
the Kingdom to YSRAL, a long reach into the future like a monkey's arm- or maybe into 
the past like the monkey's tail...or a scorpion's tail : stinger and claws : big trouble : 
chained and dragged off, plunged into the pit forever...or, unshackled- transcending 
mushroom shape- overview- helicopter view- raised up and spreading out- no longer 
confined to the earth, but unto Eternity. Transposed- the intersection of the Natural with 
the Supernatural- after death : Ascension after Resurrection, but also, THE RETURN. 
Visitation of the GIMMELer, to and fro, having gone forth and back.... SHEKINAH... 
cohabiting...Pillar of Fire and Smoke...blazing torch and billowing furnace...exclamation 
point and question mark imagery emphasizing the words under the Pillar of His 
Presence in the Ark which is the TzADI. EL SHADI neighboring with His people..."he's 
baa-aaak..."- pulled through the eye of a needle...might be hard to see or believe... 
where is the promise of His coming...? Have to Wait...Hope?. Tension...Someday... 
One day...it will all be worth it... hang on..... 



r RESH / ROSH...Head- Chief- Source- Exalted Man- "ben David"...gatherer, 

dispenser, Water Pourer, Deliverer, Redeemer, Honored One...The Dignitary which 
QOOF is in reference to...Boss- Owner- Husband of the BEIT- Governor- Face of the 
Unseen...Actuality: Acro Acoustic: behind the Voice...existing outside- external 
eccentric-the expressed executive exposed ecstatically extends on expedition to 
equatorize his accumulations ( each word there embodies RESH concepts). Picture 
the glorious Sun rising in its strength in the morning- triumphant- powerfully dispelling 
the darkness and bringing vital resources for life which all look to: warmth, light, 
direction, quickening of the inner being...the promised stature of our future, we who 
SHEMA HaDEBARIM HaQOL ELOHIM...Mighty man of Valor, Ha GABOR 
GADOL...eternal life...epitome of ALEF through QOOF : "Octavel", encompassing, 
possessing, iconic: likeness of..."X" = Latin for Ten, also for unknown value in an 
equation. NOON births; TzADI sprouts; SAMECx is adult; RESH is fully formed: the 
Secret Identity kept as a surprise for those who have overcome, SHAMARed : watched, 
kept guard over the matters under the umbrella of QOOF which is TzADI which is 
Righteousness which is doing ( YODing) the KAF stuff rightly, as was LAMEDed, 
MEMed, NOONed...you know: the reward of your SAMECx / AYIN / PEY style! .... 
BEIT-CxET-RESH = Selected, chosen, the distinguished one, young warrior. 
BEIT-KAF-RESH = with you, the Battering Ram, a great feast will be made, preferred 
and invested with birthright as first born, produced the first fruits, in you... 
BEIT-QOOF-RESH = Scrutinized to be the best, having been thoroughly examined, 
splitting open as the morning breaking forth, pleasure feeling cool and refreshed, to 
encounter, gathering the called, the invited, the readers of Scripture...radiant ones... 
..."and all those of your pasture with You, the sheep of Your fold, conformed to Your 
Image, fulfilling Your Will, their desire being to exemplify Your Desire...CxET-PEY-
TzADI To abandon, a reviewer, cowboy, vaquero, buckaroo, BOQR, shepherd, a 
searcher inquiring into what was abandoned...( by our fore fathers, foolishly, 
treacherously, vainly) 

r RESH: "Will the True MaShYaCx please stand up...! 

Whose foot fits the "Glass Slipper" which is the ALEF-BEIT that He is conformed 
to? ...The Hebrew ALEF-BEIT is His Identity. Explained, Revealed, Obscured and yet, 
Declared...with the utterance of every word we speak, letter by letter, syllable by syllable 
He is the Semitic Tongue : YShAYAHU 59:21 placed by YHUH in our very mouth... The 
pure SHIN-PEY-HEY of TzFNYH 3:9, the secret hidden treasure which has been 
concealed, coded as "northern", waiting to be deciphered until right now as we 
"TASHUVA”, returning to TORAH... "As He Said..." And when we return, we will return 
to YHUH...YRMYH 4:1. (Jeremiah)  So, what does YHUH mean?.. It's the "tetra-
grammaton" which is Greek for "four letter".  The "Name”; Ha SHEM ...given in 
SHEMOT 3:15 which is the authorized ZAKAR from generation to generation forever. 
What it "means" is what this writing says concerning the "meaning" of each and every 
letter of the AYIN-BEIT-RESH (Hebrew) ALEF-BEIT.  YHUH = "He Who Made; 
Expressed his Words; Manifested the Word as Man; Told Man to Express His Word in 
Righteous Actions as he would be led by His RUACx exactly like He Expressed in His 
TORAH exactly as the Manifested Word-Man Communicated" . 



c SHIN / SIN...Teeth and Fire...Hurry! ...Come Help!...Lift me up!..."whoever would be 

Blessed..." - provisions for the journey- refuge on the way- seek diligently! - break 
through the darkness- "belonging to..." , "There". Place...and...Whose Name is written 
in that book...? Be Astonished- Climax of Beauty- the RESH emblazoned with 
Majesty........juxtaposes the unfaithful: horrors of oblivion, the nether world gapes it's 
jaws of wasting ruin. Torment. Desolation. For men and angels transfixed to skull and 
bones, it is as they prefer, their abode forever... cries... shouts... begging... cursing... 
lying... praising in vain...bound by the sevenfold  Oath surfeited...breaking...crushing... 
ravaging ...violence...devastation...vanity into vanity, despisers become their own 
contempt. Delayed, not deserted little lamb, beautiful woman of a thousand years, 
precious one returned from the path breaking of dreams ( SHIN-BEIT-RESH ), to the 
Way, to be like, to be equal, side by side, fitting, appropriate, equivalent, worth...longing 
for the dawn...peace, complete...attached, interlaced, rejoicing, shining...enter here oh 
Beloved in White Linen- stately as a marble Pillar...( all these words of of SHIN aspect ) 

t TAV / TAW...prefix / suffix ...past tense / future tense ... As it was, it will be...the end 

told from the beginning...the first words about the first days tell the whole story about the 
last days concerning the revelation of the Word at last. Walk into the future backwards 
looking at the past...the noun aspect of a verb...Mark- Sign- Goal- to Design- the Design 
of...to be in the State of... Brought to the end- completed- ceased- destroyed consumed- 
made honest- that's it...that's all He wrote...Done. Don't. No more. Absolute. I Agree. 
Stop Here...crossed lines...crossed bones...Poison. DANGER ! you mortal!..."the 
Covenant" ( Ha BRYT )...the ultimate Ensign ...in a league together for Life 
or for Death...what is after TAV is a complete mystery, unhinted at, no reference to, a 
closed container. TAV is this present project ALEF wrapped up as planned, as 
purposed, leaving no loose ends, then disbanding these present dimensions which are 
no longer applicable as a limiter, the last restriction to the next coming attraction. 
TAW: every letter of every word a sworn OATH to be accomplished as expressed, as 
read, then the end...promise fulfilled..."ALEF--TAVed" ...measure of confidence- surety 
guarantor- certainty... That which is HEYed (ALEF through SHIN) is necessary and in 
order for TAV to be realized, finished, the Validation of the Autograph of YHUH. 
Eighty times He says in SEPHER Ezekiel: "Then they will know that I Am YHUH". 
...when what He said... has happened just as He said. That's His Signature.  


